The role of the insular cortex in temporal lobe epilepsy.
The role of the insular cortex in the genesis of temporal lobe epileptic (TLE) seizures has been investigated in 21 patients with drug-refractory TLE using chronic depth stereotactic recordings of the insular cortex activity and video recordings of ictal symptoms during 81 spontaneous electroclinical seizures. All of the recorded seizures were found to invade the insula, most often after a relay in the ipsilateral hippocampus (19/21 patients). However, 2 patients had seizures that originated in the insular cortex itself. Ictal symptoms associated with the insular discharges were similar to those usually attributed to mesial temporal lobe seizures, so that scalp video-electroencephalographic monitoring does not permit making any difference between ictal symptoms of temporo-mesial and insular discharges. A favorable outcome was obtained after a temporal cortectomy sparing the insular cortex in 15 of 17 operated patients. Seizures propagating to the insular cortex were found to be fully controlled by surgery, whereas those originating in the insular cortex persisted after temporal cortectomy. The fact that seizures originating in the insular cortex are not influenced by temporal lobectomy is likely to explain some of the failures of this surgical procedure in TLE.